




 

 

II- Language (10 marks) : 

1)  Fill in the blanks  with 8  words to get a coherent paragraph  (4 marks) : 
outstanding –  from – calendar – with – drive –  Ocean –  offering  –  isles – renowned – fame 

 

 When considering a vacation in places like the Bahamas and Hawaii, another tropical 

paradise to consider in the USA are the Florida Keys. The Florida Keys are a chain of  

a- ………….……… spanning about 160 miles below Miami. They are between the Atlantic 

 b-…………………… and the Gulf of Mexico. Unlike other tropical paradises, the Florida Keys 

are only a short c-………………… from the city of Miami Florida. Accommodations come in full 

range from affordable all the way to luxurious. The Keys can be an d- …………………… vacation 

destination for everyone, e- ………………….your whole family a great vacation in the Florida Sun. 

The beaches of the Florida Keys have much to give, with many to choose f-………..………… With 

some of the most unspoiled waters of the world, you will find plenty of sun and fun.  There is much 

to do in the Florida Keys. Each of the areas has their own culture and heritage. Continuous events 

are on the g-……..…………… to keep your whole family happy while on your vacation. The 

Florida Keys are h-..………………….. for being full of the arts. 

 

2)  Put the words in brackets in the right tense and /or form  (3 marks) : 

 Bullying is generally defined as an aggressive behaviour by an individual or group repeated 

over time that involves an imbalance of power. As the safety of U.S. schools has become an 

important public policy issue, interest in the problem of school bullying (increase) ……………….  

Researches indicate that this type of adolescent victimization (occur) ………………….  frequently, 

particularly in middle school grades, and can result in serious consequences for both bully and 

victim. In 2002, a report by the U.S. Secret Service (conclude) ……………………… that bullying 

played a significant role in many schools and that efforts (should / make) …………..……..……  to 

eliminate bullying behaviour.  As awareness of harassment, intimidation and bullying in the school 

setting have (grow) ……………………..,  state legislatures have been addressing this problem. 

Consequently, since 2001, a few states have enacted  legislation of some form (fight) …………… 

bullying. 

  

3)  Circle the correct alternative to obtain a meaningful paragraph  (3 marks) : 

 A cyber-school, also known as a virtual or online school, is considered a type of charter 

school. Through cyber-school instruction, you can receive your high school diploma (during - 

while - via) taking classes online. This type of school takes the classroom out of the equation and 

provides a student (with – by – at) self-discipline to obtain a quality education and flexibility not 

available in a traditional school system. Many parents are (interested – concerned –  indifferent) 

about the costs of a cyber-school. Depending on whether you (choose – attend – leave) a public or 

private option will determine your cost. The public options are paid by dollars allocated by the state 

and district of residence for each child’s education . (Besides – Though – Therefore), students can 

attend a public cyber-school at no cost to the parents. Private schools have more control (in – about 

– over) pricing options.  




